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Good Day!

My name is Sara Enochs and I’m the daughter of Roy McAlister, an American
inventor, who has spent most of his thoughts, energy, and time figuring out
how to save the planet from local pollution and global warming. I’ll save you
another narrative of the dire outcome of global warming because we are going
to fix it!
A unique opportunity has been presented to the United States of America
through the 2.7 Billion Remediation VW Settlement to improve the quality of
the air. With this VW Settlement fund each state could work together to create
sustainable economic development with Hydrogen and Carbon-reinforced
equipment. By driving with net-hydrogen liquid fuel we can convert cars to
become “vacuum cleaners” to clean up the existing air pollution in our cities.
Instead of burning the carbon in gasoline, diesel and jet fuel, we can use carbon
to produce many more jobs profitably making durable goods. Please watch the
following video for an overview: http://youtu.be/qOL2fEzeuyc. If the link does
not work, please go to YouTube and look up the Metrol Movie produced by
David Vasquez. It’s important and it does matter! The video explains
everything.
By converting to net hydrogen liquid fuel, called Metrol, we will cleanly
energize our current infrastructure and companies, by creating new jobs that
will coexist with our current jobs. No one needs to go out of business! The US
can lead the world to ultimately convert the current 1.3 billion engines in
transportation, electricity generation, farming and mining applications to
overcome local pollution and reverse global warming.
The United States truly has been given the VW Settlement funding to make this
happen, but each state needs to help expand the economy and overcome
pollution of the air, water, and soil. What I am asking for today is that we put
our differences aside and come together to help our planet and provide a better
future for generations to come. We would like to apply to VW fund and have
corporate partners in Texas ready to produce Metrol and the smart plugs when
the funds are assigned. Roy’s phone number is 602-931-2867.
Roy’s email address is

. For more information and the

white paper on Metrol, please visit Metrol-hydrogen-fuel.com.
My email address is
and I live in Austin, Texas. If
there's more for me to do to help Roy McAlister be considered eligible to
apply, please let me know.
Thank you for your consideration,
Sara Enochs
602-920-7914

